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Scale Strategic Solutions, engaged for this initiative by New Reach Community Consulting, conducted 

eight key informant interviews with Health Policy Institute of Ohio (HPIO) stakeholders for feedback on 

how HPIO communicates within and influences the public policymaking process. This report summarizes 

sentiments, perspectives, and recommendations based on the stakeholder interviews. 

Methodology 
Interviews were designed to address the following primary research questions: 

• How are stakeholders using HPIO communications? 

• What forms of communication and information do stakeholders in public policymaking want and 

receive? 

• What are stakeholders’ perceptions of HPIO communications for public policymaking? 

• What is the perception of HPIO regarding independence and non-partisanship? 

• What are perceptions on policy impact of HPIO? 

• What recommendations or suggestions do stakeholders have for HPIO? 

Based on these lines of inquiry, an interview protocol (See Appendix A) was developed to conduct 15 to 

30-minute interviews. Interview protocols were customized based on the role of the interviewee in 

policymaking, but uniformly covered the research objectives.  Stakeholders from HPIO’s contact 

databases were selected to be interviewed based on achieving a mix of representation in policymaking 

roles, organizations, and known political affiliations.  Twenty-three stakeholders were contacted for 

interviews to yield eight completed interviews which includes one interview with two participants for a 

total of nine people participating in interviews. The study has six participants from state and local 

agencies, two from the legislative branch as elected officials or staff members, and one participant from 

the advocacy community. A Republican and a Democratic stakeholder from the legislative branch were 

interviewed for the study.  

Interviews were conducted by phone or via Zoom and recorded for transcription. Transcripts were 

thematically coded in a qualitative software system for the analysis. The findings of the analysis are 

delivered in this report.  

Findings 

Stakeholder Use of HPIO Communications 
All interviewed stakeholders found the quality of HPIO research to be sound and credible. Interviewees 

affirmed the strength of HPIO research content and spoke favorably of staff:
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• “I'm a big fan of HPIO. Have been for a very, very long time. There's a lot of opportunities in 

front of us here in the next six months and we need them to continue their work. This state 

needs an HPIO. And their staff have been really great to work with, and they continue to be 

responsive to the landscape of public health here in the State of Ohio, which is always a 

challenge. But they fill a very important gap in our public health system.” 

• “In my experience, they are rock, solid on reporting their facts, and reporting their information 

in a very credible way.” 

• “All the resources that they shared during the webinars are useful. They're always well 

organized. Everything is always very professional. They excel at that. I really do think that's one 

of their main strengths. They don't publish anything unless it's very, well sourced, polished, and 

well researched.” 

• “I think that they're, and other organizations like them, helpful as a third party look at what's 

happening, what has happened, and where improvements could be found. I think that it's a 

respected lens that can influence others, and therefore it's definitely one that we pay attention 

to.” 

Most use HPIO information to stay abreast on a wide range of topics. They value when HPIO presents 

information that connects multiple topics in ways that they may not have considered, as two people 

shared: 

• “HPIO has done good work, I think, in some public health things that I read a lot, with the lead in 

pipes and housing, for example, and infant mortality. That has not been one of the issues I'm 

focused on, but it's been useful to be able to read about it and think through what that looks 

like.” 

• “I can remember instances where I've seen something and said, ‘huh, that's interesting.’ I can't 

think of the exact example, but it was around understanding the way things work in other 

sectors. If I'm day-to-day in law enforcement and they are explaining child welfare and 

childcare, I can see aspects of connectivity and solutions that I probably wouldn't have seen had 

it not been for them laying out that issue. We're here to serve all Ohioans, and Ohioans are 

multi-system people. 

Stakeholders deeply engage with HPIO content that was specific to the stakeholders‘ areas of focus or 

responsibilities. If stakeholders saw their areas of focus or specialty addressed in the email newsletter, 

publications, or presentations, they were pleased and often engage with a communication and then 

went to the web site and other resources at a subsequent time. An example is below: 

• “The bite in the email is always a good start. And then I like that they link to reports and that 

their website is easy to navigate. So, I tend to find a report that I like and read through it. And by 

like, I mean find valuable. And then as I'm thinking of issues, I go back to the website, pull up 

that same report, and identify the specific area that I want to dive deeper into and really spend 

a little more time with. So, it's really helpful to have that information on their website but 

teased to me through the email so that I'm aware that new information has come. 

A couple of stakeholders mentioned the ability to use HPIO presentation slides or visuals and 

incorporate them in their own presentations in the field. They valued the quality of the graphics and 

clarity of the message in the presentation slides. Two stories were shared: 
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• “The great road show that they do around social determinants of health. I give them credit, and 

I actually use some of the slides from that deck in some of my presentations and talking with 

people. It was really helpful the way that they were able to organize and explain the 

information.” 

• “HPIO did a really nice framework in terms of racism and public health. And I actually just used 

that in a presentation. I gave a presentation to a state association and in my slides, we 

referenced HPIO's framework regarding racism as a public health crisis.” 

Some people talked about how the HPIO communications are used within their internal teams, as 

illustrated in the comments below: 

• “The reason the email is so nice to hit some of those highlights is that when it comes in and I 

skim it, I can forward it on to our executive leadership team, our senior staff…push it out and 

say, ‘This article in particular caught my eye. This is a mindset that I'd like us to use in the 

organization, or a perspective that I'd like you to think about and hear more about from your 

perspective.’ So really distributing that and using it to stimulate creative thinking or helping us 

align our thinking in terms of how we're approaching work.” 

• “We take something that maybe we heard from our national association and say, "Okay, is 

there anything in Ohio?" Let's look at that, and then we typically would start with HPIO as a 

first step. “ 

Insights about use of various medias and channels are included in this report. The email newsletter, 

presentations, and websites were most often referenced as the communication vehicles for 

stakeholders.  

Email Newsletter 
The way interviewees engaged with the HPIO weekly email newsletter varied. A few stakeholders had 

consistent routines for reading the electronic newsletter such as the routine below: 

• “Usually whenever I have a moment, I try to go through. I have a folder where all my 

newsletters go. I'll just kind of work my way through them, I do that once a week.” 

A few people mentioned that their view of the email subscription is inconsistent because they are 

overwhelmed. It was noted that emails to legislators often “don’t work” although legislative staff may 

go through the email. However, stakeholders in other areas are also trying to discern what to spend 

time reading : 

• “If you know that it's just a weekly subscription email that you are getting with updates, I'm less 

likely to sit and actually read it unless there's something in it that stands out that makes me say 

to myself, ‘Okay, I need to read that.’” 

Presentations and Panels  

Multiple respondents expressed how useful webinars and presentations have been to them and the 

value it adds to the field. In addition to the aforementioned use of slides presented by HPIO, 

stakeholders see value in participating in webinars and presentations: 
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•  “One of the most recent webinars was really helpful and interesting. Bringing in national 

speakers, is absolutely critical. Anything they can do to contribute to knowledge-base building, 

exposing people to ideas, shining light on these critical issues, is so appreciated.” 

Web site 
The HPIO web site is seen as a practical place to find health research. Stakeholders talked about pro-

actively going to the site when they have information they wish to have as well as visiting the site when 

prompted by communications, such as the email newsletter.  Here is a reference: 

• “Well, I'd say I look at their website... frequently or occasionally throughout the year. They work 

on several key projects that I pay a lot of attention to.” 

 

Stakeholder Use of Media 
The interviews asked about where public policy stakeholders go for policy research. Most of them 

referenced affinity groups, federal agencies, and topic specific research agency publications. Some visit 

industry journals for data. The use of mass media for information was mixed.  

Traditional media 
Three  stakeholders referenced subscriptions or view of traditional media like newspapers, periodicals, 

and television. If the traditional media is not specific to the industry, there were comments on using it 

more for understanding community perception rather than as a source for information.  

• “I use it to check the temperature of how things are being reported, really to understand the 

lens and what folks are, well at least what the media is saying, about an issue.” 

• “It's hard to find real policy in the newspapers and on TV. But I read a variety of daily news 

sources in Ohio and nationally. “ 

Social Media 
The social media platforms mentioned by interviewees for professional use were Twitter and LinkedIn. 

Some of the interviewees follow HPIO on social media, but it is generally a casual use of social media. A 

few stakeholders tend to lean on the other delivery methods for getting detailed information: 

• “Social media, not so much. I check. I'm on Twitter every day, but I don't see a lot of real 

information on there.” 

• “I see [HPIO’s] stuff on LinkedIn. I recognize it. I acknowledge it. Facebook or something else like 

that, no. I don't know if it’s probably even worth their time. Because the professional group is 

going to be interacting with them via email or something else.” 

One stakeholder did mention use of social media for general awareness on a topic to know what an 

organization is working on and then follow up to their website for details. LinkedIn was referenced at 

least three times for use: 

• “When HPIO, for example, has a press release of some kind about a new study or what have 

you, I'll share that on my LinkedIn a lot of times.” 
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Perceptions Regarding Political Independence 
Most stakeholders asserted that HPIO is perceived as centrist with a slight left lean by the policymaking 

community overall. Personal perceptions of HPIO were independent for all but two stakeholders. Many 

offered a caveat that the slight lean to the left was less about HPIO’s approach or nature of 

communications and more about the perception of topics on which they focus. There were two 

suggestions that continuing work on Medicaid spending may balance perception.  

The range of perspectives include: 

• “I think it's probably a fair statement to say that HPIO is viewed as nonpartisan. I would like to 

hope that they are. I have seen nothing but objective work provided by them. Nothing to 

suggest that it would be accepted more on one side of the political aisle than the other.” 

• “I've experienced them as an independent entity. I do think they have a lens. There's certainly 

priority work for them as an organization and work that they feel strongly about, and I think that 

that shows through sometimes.” 

• “I've been in health committee and heard the chair, who was extraordinarily conservative at the 

time, talk about who he was having present to the health committee and reassured me that 

HPIO would be one of the groups, as if to say, ‘These other groups I know are very conservative 

in their views, and have very conservative ideas about policy. But don't worry, I'm going to 

balance it out with HPIO." 

• “They tie everything in society to healthcare outcomes… and saying, ‘Ohioans are unhealthy 

because of racism’ and a lot of social justice things that they've been getting into these past few 

years… They used to be predominantly, earlier in my career, I felt like they were more down the 

middle, but in the past few years, I've noticed a progressive shift to the left in their 

publications.” 

Other interviewees thought it might be fruitless to try to change perception in today’s political climate 

with sentiments like “Everything’s so polarized right now, so who knows what to do?” Two stakeholders 

offered that managing perception of partisanship may be beyond what HPIO can do as a research 

organization: 

• “ I'm trying to see them as fact-sayers, … it's my job and other policy people's jobs to figure out 

how we take the facts and package them in a way that's palatable for the folks we need to be 

on board, so that we can be productive in our work. So, I wouldn't want to put that 

responsibility on the researchers. That's a big responsibility because we need them to just tell 

us the truth. We need truth-sayers.” 

• “I don't know if that's their responsibility as much as it is the fact that people don't believe facts 

and science a lot of times these days.” 

Another stakeholder noted that the perception of their left leanings did not affect the perception of 

HPIO as a good research organization: 

• “One thing I want to be clear on is that I view them as center left, but I view them as experts 

and absolutely credible.” 
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While questions about neutrality in project delivery were not in the scope of the interview, this example 

came up about how their neutrality and non-partisanship show through clearly to stakeholders: 

• “They facilitate the process, but they don't facilitate the ideas. … They'll let the group come to 

the conclusion that maybe there's not evidence behind an idea, but they don't just say, "Oh, 

there's no evidence for that idea" and sweep it off the table. That's really important.” 

Perceptions on Policy Impact 
The protocol question about perception independence yielded a couple conversation where people 

reflected on the role of advocacy in an organization like HPIO. A few people asserted that the facts from 

research could stand alone and if HPIO wanted to get more policymakers to champion strategies than 

that would lead to more policy advocacy.  

• “If they were trying to move into a more policy advocacy role, which is different I think, a good 

approach would be to find someone who's trusted, who understands the more conservative 

parts of our state, and of their audience, and talk with them about how to best communicate 

with those audiences and develop those relationships. But I don't know that they're policy 

advocacy.” 

A few encouraged HPIO to be more specific about policy implications in their work. They suggested that 

HPIO tie their communications to specific bills or pending actions. However, HPIO can decide from its 

mission if it would go closer to advocating for specific legislative action or closer to educating 

policymakers on legislative actions. The spectrum is illustrated in these quotes: 

• “The message, it needs to be more narrowly tailored, … they need to have specific policy 

solutions. They need to inform policy makers with facts to say, ‘Here's what you should do. You 

should pass a bill that does this. You should redirect state funding dollars that do this.’" 

• “When certain bills come up that trigger their interest or concerns as a research organization, 

they want to have a role in educating the members because their role is educating, … and they 

can educate.” 

Being able to apply research to implementation and policy strategies was also a theme in interviews. 

When asked what helpful information would be, many on the policy execution side want more on how 

to implement evidence-based practices: 

• “One thing that I think about the most is the delay between when evidence-based, researched 

strategies have been identified and how long it takes for those to become a practice… it’s an 

interesting lens around research-to-implementation …You can say broad things like ‘fix world 

hunger’. I think they try their best to come up with ideas to fix world hunger, but what's an 

example of a small community that has? What's the evidence and research, and then how can 

policy be applied to get at that, or at least set a path forward towards the change that we hope 

to see?” 

 

• “[It would be helpful to have] an example of things that have worked. You don't want to 

reinvent that wheel, but you can't say, “Well, this worked in pick-a- place.” You're going to get 

that pushback. You’ve got to be able to demonstrate if a policy is being researched that it's 

something that's appropriate and applicable to Ohio or to a local community.” 
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Two other interviewees encouraged HPIO to connect research to lives of everyday people, not just 

implementation. For legislators, research must address the impact to the people in their district: 

• “[HPIO does] an excellent job with their research and their presentations. I think probably the 

biggest challenge for most research organizations is connecting the dots for people, so how 

things translate from research into real life. To hear how it actually impacts people, families, 

that is missing. Because [research organizations] do a great job with the data, so for the 

numbers people, they've got them, right? Except for what, I would say, making sure that 

whenever they distribute information with data, they should, if they're able, to specify the 

information or individualize it per district, per member, it'll make a bigger impact.” 

• “I don't think that this is just specific to HPIO, I think in general, that bridge between policy and 

the concept, and bringing people who have experienced what we're trying to solve for or could 

articulate their own view of how the policy could help them, could bring it to life to me, and help 

me see in real life an example of the issue.” 

A mix of quantitative and qualitative data can also help connect dots for policymakers: 

• “I mean, you have people who are ‘numbers’ people, and you have people who are ‘story’ 

people. The legislature is just a microcosm of Ohio. So, you have folks who really resonate with 

testimonies of people who have experienced things, and especially if they come from their 

district. So if you're really trying to appeal to certain members of a particular committee, to get 

stories from those members' districts, that makes a difference. And then numbers, of course, 

appeal to others, and they're less interested in the stories. I mean, I've heard colleagues say 

pretty disparaging things about some stories they've had to listen to. So, numbers of return on 

investment, number of Ohioans affected, those kinds of numbers mean more to them,” 

 

Suggestions and Recommendations 
Interviewees offered the following suggestions to enhance HPIO communication with public policy 

stakeholders:  

a. Be more specific on the connection of policy actions (e.g., bills, regulations, etc.) and research, 

either as educators or advocates: “They are data driven, but it's very surface level. I think they 

need to revert back to more narrowly tailored arguments on specific policy solutions.”  

 

b. Tailor materials for the General Assembly: “If I were [HPIO], I would stay in regular contact with 

the health-related committees, and I would provide information statewide, and then district-

specific to each member of health-related committees. And it's as easy as, I believe, in sort of a 

report card format. These guys don't read a lot. They're not going to read everything that you 

give them. So, something that sort of grabs your eye, but makes sure that the district 

information is there so they see that right away, their district number, population size, maybe a 

little map to show that this relates, and then the data.” 
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c. Participate in interested party meetings with legislators: “When we have, for instance, 

interested party meetings around a bill. And if an organization is present for an interested party 

meeting, they're able to connect when it comes to the bill proposal and how it will impact 

whatever the population is we're discussing. And maybe that's because it's just, like many of us, 

it's just a smaller group setting, and so they feel more comfortable. They're the experts in the 

room versus a committee where they may not feel like they're the experts in the room.” 

 

d. Diversify topics of focus, such as more study on Medicaid spending and private sector roles, as 

a potential way of balancing perception of partisanship: “Maybe looking at more things the 

private sector could do, instead of the government sector … maybe saying, what should 

government stop doing as a way to do better health, if they have any ideas in that space.” 

 

e. Accelerate the sharing of evidence-based practices for implementation: “[My organization] has 

very limited research capability. I don't have someone on our staff who can do extensive 

research, looking at literature reviews. HPIO is that hybrid organization where they can dive into 

the research and put something in a practical application.” 

 

f. Continue to provide presentation resources and other materials for stakeholders to 

disseminate: “Reports are wonderful to have, but to have slides pre-done, takeaways from 

those reports in a PowerPoint if you will, or maybe a social media template. Those are really 

helpful so that we don't have to recreate those. And I think that's helpful to then disseminate 

the information.” 

 

g. Enhance the graphics of the email newsletter: “The Center for Community Solutions does one 

once a week and it's called the “Five Things You Need to Know This Week”. And they do a really 

good job. It's longer than HPIOs, but I tend to read it more because it has graphics or if there's a 

specific chart, like a pie chart or something, they put it in the email. You don't have to click 

anywhere else.” 

 

h. Build visual cues to action in the email newsletter: “I look at the [federal agency] update. I can 

quickly look at it very briefly and see this is a funding announcement because there's a big 

button there that says ‘click here to apply’ or this is a webinar invitation and right there in big 

bold letters with a link is the date for the webinar or something like that. And when I get HPIOs, 

it's more monotonous.” 

 

i. Develop short briefs that have quantitative and qualitative data: “On the front side of the page 

have some stories, some testimonies. On the other side, flip the page, and you have numbers, 

basically” 

 

j. Advance the HPIO role in data advocacy and standards: “HPIO can also be really helpful with 

data advocacy. What I mean by that is helping to influence organizations who collect 

demographic data, to collect it in a way and use it in a way that is beneficial to the work that 

we're trying to get done... “ 
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Conclusion 
HPIO has a strong reputation for the quality of its research. Stakeholders value the information they 

provide and think highly of the team members. There are desires for HPIO to be more specific in 

connecting research to specific policy actions and to practical implementation in the field. 

Based on how this sample of stakeholders use the work of HPIO, the organization’s information is taking 

root on the implementation and execution side. Although state and local agencies had a 

disproportionate representation in the interviews, HPIO may consider if the path to policy change is 

most feasible through state or local agencies. Explicit ties to bills and to data on legislators’ districts will 

attract more attention in the General Assembly.  

While HPIO is perceived as center to center left, perceptions appear to be driven by the selection of 

topics rather than the tone or analysis strategy. If HPIO desired a lever to balance its perception, adding 

topics like Medicaid spending and health outcomes or health private-public partnership may influence 

the field. However, a few stakeholders believed that polarization in policymaking would make it difficult 

to change perception regardless of effort.  

Communication content is strong with just a few suggestions for advancing visual aesthetics particularly 

with the email newsletter. Simplified briefs and social media templates may also be added to the 

toolbox for HPIO.  

As shared in the strategic alignment report, HPIO can continue to solicit feedback from stakeholders 

about improving communication and engagement regularly in its routine touchpoints with stakeholders.  


